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Using the FMM Data Entry Workbooks
This unit outlines the FMM Excel workbooks available with the FMM materials. Excel workbooks are
included in the FMM training materials so that markets can organize the data in one place before it is
entered on the FMM website. Vendor sales, SNAP-eligible goods, volunteer hours, and visitor sample
counts are examples of metrics that needs to be collected over a number of days or from what is called a
sample population which means those being surveyed (volunteers or vendors with SNAP-eligible goods.)
This means there will be numerous collection forms or entries to manage. The workbook is also useful to
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keep data that is not reported through FMM presently. Many markets have found that spreadsheets can
be a very simple way to manage and analyze data. However, if you are new to Excel there are also
simple online tutorials available to familiarize yourself with how to manage it. There is also a companion
document with general Excel tips included in FMM.
Many of the workbook tabs (the different pages that are listed along the bottom of the workbook)
include formulas that automatically total the data or create averages where appropriate. You may hide
columns for metrics that are not relevant to your market’s work (select those cells, right click + hide, or
control + hide), but do not delete anything from the workbooks, as deleting columns or rows will disrupt
the links.Throughout the workbook, a reminder is offered at the top of each tab to use the cells shaded
yellow for entering market data, and that gray cells should be left alone and will include the figures

calculated from data you have entered into the yellow cells.

A summary will appear near the top of each page so that overall data can be easily seen at a glance.
Below is a brief walk-through of each tab to familiarize you with the data, and how formulas have been
created to calculate key metrics for you, once data is entered correctly.

Please open the files listed below, so that you can better understand the rest of this unit.
•

FMM Data Entry Workbook (Excel)

•

FMM Vendor Sales and Attendance (Excel) Two are offered: one titled anonymous and one
named tracked. These are offered so that markets that do track vendor sales already can enter
it in the Tracked workbook, while those who do not want to collect sales data by vendor name
can do that easily in the other.

The FMM Data Entry Workbook is organized into seven sheets (as identified on the tabs at the bottom of
the workbook), starting with data on vendor demographics that should be recorded once per year, and
data that should be recorded after every data collection day.

4.1 Introduction to the Database
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To help you manage market sales data for the variety of currencies the market and its individual vendors
might accept, the FMM Data Entry Workbook is supported by another Excel file called:
“FMM_Vendor_Sales_and_Attendance_Records_Template_Anonymous”

In this file, there are tabs along the bottom for each market day, numbered from 1 to 35. This data is
collected through asking vendors to fill out anonymous sales slips for each market day or, if your market
already collects sales data by vendor, by entering it in the version of the workbook
called:FMM_Vendor_Sales_and_Attendance_Records_Template_Vendor_Tracked_Sales which allows
you to add data by individual vendor names. Those two workbooks are exactly the same but the
Tracked Sales version calculates the sales for each named vendor to be able to offer a record of this
market’s sales for their business at the end of the season and to track for the market’s records.
All of the data entered from each sales slip tab (whether using anonymous or tracked sales versions) will
calculate the market sales in Tab 3, Vendor Sales Summary and other tabs.

Sorting and Filtering
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The heading rows (Row 13 in the screen shot below) are identified in most tabs in the Vendor Sales
workbook. This means that once data is entered for the whole season, it can be sorted by any one
variable. For example, in the Market Sales Tab, all market days can be sorted in order of highest to
lowest total sales by left-clicking the pull-down arrow under the “Gross Sales” column and selecting
“Sort largest to smallest.”

Similarly, data can also be filtered to show only certain entries that match certain criteria. In the
Volunteer Hours Tab, for example, data can be filtered by date, name, task, or number of hours. To filter
for a certain volunteer (to see how many hours he/she contributed throughout the year), left-click the
pull-down arrow under the “Last Name” column and select the name of the person whose hours and
activities you want to see. Multiple names can also be selected, allowing a filter for all board members.

Now, let’s get familiar with how to use each of the tabs within the Farmers Market Metrics Data Entry
Workbook.
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4.2 Vendor Information Summary (Tab #1)
The first tab in the workbook, Vendor Summary, is designed to be a place for all the vendor data
collected in your annual application process that is used in calculating metrics. To be clear, this vendor
data is not where sales are collected so both market systems of anonymous or tracked sales use this data
collection the exact same way; it is only used to manage the data already publicly available about
vendor businesses, such as acreage in production or types of products offered.
Type the vendor name into Column B, and use Column C’s pre-programmed pull-down menu for
Vendor Type. Enter the reported distance in Column D for each vendor, and proceed to enter acreage
data in Columns E-F for each agricultural vendor reporting acreage.

Figure 4.8: FMM Data Entry Workbook Tab 1, Vendor Summary

Columns H-P include “Yes” or “No” options for several demographic characteristics that may be useful
for understanding the vendor base or even applying for certain grant programs. Use Columns Q-T to
enter the physical address of the primary point of production. When not being used, these columns can
be ignored or hidden (to hide a column, left click the very top of the column so that the entire column is
highlighted. Select, right click and select “Hide”). A summary at the top will show the percentages of
produce, meat, dairy, prepared, processed, craft, or other kinds of vendors, and their demographic
characteristics.
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4.3 Number of Volunteer Hours Contributed (Tab #2)
Whether using a stand-alone volunteer tracking system or this worksheet tab, you should make sure that
hours contributed by individuals on any governing body, like board members, are also included in your
database. Like every other regular data collection, it will be more difficult to set up the system and have
everyone use it first but over time it will be of great use as a way to calculate hours used to manage the
market. It may be helpful to set up a gmail account for the market and to use the Boomerang plugin that
allows you to set up a regularly recurring email to remind people to update their hours each week or
each month.

Enter the date of service, first and last name, assigned task, and number of hours in Columns B-F, using
the pull-down menu to select the number of hours, down to the nearest 30 minutes. In Column G, select
the most appropriate task category (Market Preparation, Market Day, or Governance and Other).
The hour value (in dollars) will be calculated based on the average 2015 volunteer rate value of $23.56
estimated by Independent Sector (https://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time). Figure 4.13
presents how this information should be entered into the worksheet, with the total volunteer hours and
hour value summarized at the top.

Figure 4.13 Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 4, Volunteer Hours

4.4 Number of Food Education Activities Hosted (Tab #3)
Enter the event date, title, and type into Columns B, C, and D, using the pull-down menu of sample
Event Types to help you categorize them, though you can enter a different type as appropriate. If the
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activity or event does not already have an official title, create one that is both brief and descriptive
enough to be understood by anyone else using the database. Here are the categories and activities that
are already in the workbook:
Market Preparation: Vendor management
Market Preparation: Market planning
Market Preparation: Market promotion
Market Preparation: General office work
Market Day: Set up or breakdown
Market Day: Data collection
Market Day: Info/Welcome booth tasks
Market Day: Event assistance
Market Day: Accounting/Token Reconciliation
Market Day: Gleaning
Governance and other: Board or advisor meetings
Governance and other: Off-site data collection
Governance and other: Marketing/Other event attendance
As you can see, activities are grouped around what are normal market volunteer activity clusters. This
allows general categories to be easily compared to other markets activity and for those activities to
reported back to the community in a format that is useful for others to comprehend.
Tally the number of food education activities as they happen throughout the season, adding them up at
the end. You may want to track additional information for each event, such as Were materials
distributed? How many people participated? Was it targeted to kids? These optional columns are
provided in the workbook tab, and will be included in the summary at the top of the spreadsheet
presented in Figure 4.14 below.
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Figure 4.14 Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 5, Food Education Events

4.5 Estimated Number of Visitors (Tab #4 and 5)
Unit 3 recommends doing counts, especially visitor counts on a minimum of two (and ideally four)
collection days spaced throughout the season, though some markets regularly conduct counts on every
market day. You should have already used the Vendor Attendance tab to type in the date for each
market day. If so, then those collection dates will automatically show up in Column B, “Date of Count.” If
not, then the dates can be entered manually. While there are existing rows for each market day present
in the tab, unused date rows can be hidden. To hide row(s) (multiple rows can be selected at once),
select unused rows, right-click, and select “Hide”).

Using FMM Visitor Count Zone Reports, enter the total number of observed visitors for each 20-minute
interval and each entry point along the row for the selected date. The workbook will total these visitors
by hour and by entry point on each collection day, multiplying the actual number entered by three to
arrive at an estimated number of total visitors per hour. When the numbers from each collection day are
entered, the sheet will calculate percentages of Total Estimated Visitors by Hour (which may offer insight
into the most and least trafficked time periods) and Total Estimated Visitors by Entry Point (showing
trends in the use of your market’s different access points).
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Figure 4.15: Screenshot of FMM Workbook Tab 6, Visitor Counts (using sample count method)

4.6 SNAP Eligible Goods (Tab #6)
Training Unit 3 recommends Observation collection on two to four Data Collection Days spaced
throughout the season. The first data collection day (Market Day #3) should populate in Column B from
the Vendor Attendance Tab, though the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th data collection days will need to be entered in
the Date Row for Columns C-E.

In Row 14, enter the number of vendors that were both able to accept SNAP and observed offering at
least one SNAP-eligible product on the applicable date. This action will allow the workbook to calculate
the percentage of vendors who sold at least one SNAP-eligible good, provided that the day’s vendors
have been entered into the Vendor Attendance Tab.

Using the SNAP Product Checklist as a guideline will help avoid duplication (when more than one vendor
has a virtually identical product), and the various product categories appear beginning in Row 20 where
the number of times a given product appears can be entered. Doing so will also create a reference for
market staff or prospective vendors who want to know if and how much of a certain product is available.
The worksheet will show both the number of SNAP-Eligible Goods Available and the Total Number of
Opportunities to Buy SNAP-Eligible Goods (which will, for example, consider two vendors having the
asparagus as two separate opportunities.) However, markets not interested in storing the product-byproduct data can simply enter the totals from their checklists into Row 12 of this tab, under the
applicable date. Row 19 will also show the total number of fruits and vegetables available for sale on
each of the collection days. Figure 4.16 presents the summarized data points for Average number of
SNAP-eligible goods available per market day.
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Figure 4.16: Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 7, SNAP Eligible Goods

4.7 Visitor Survey (Tab #7)
This data can be entered directly into the website so you would only use this tab if you are not using the
FMM site to manage your data. The date and dollar amount fields are free form (meaning they do not
have a drop down menu to choose from so be careful that the entries are done in the same format of
numbers). The remainder are dropdown lists from which to choose the appropriate answer. When you
have completed entering your survey information, you will need to refresh the tables along the righthand
side of the worksheet. To refresh the tables, click into any cell. Nativate to "Pivot Table Analyze" in the
green bar along the top of the workbook. Click the arrow to the right of the icon that says "Refresh", and
click "Refresh All". (The refresh Icon has two green arrows circling a sheet of paper). See Figure 4.17
below for an example of data entered for one data collection day, and 4.18 for an example of the refresh
button.
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Figure 4.17 Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 7, Customer Survey

Figure 4.18 Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 7, Customer Survey, Refresh Tables
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Vendor Sales and Attendance Workbook
4.8 Tracking Dates & Vendor Attendance (Tab #2)
Tracking vendor attendance is important for general market operations, and allows for useful calculations
to take place in coordination with other metric categories. For example, when attendance is
documented in the Vendor Attendance tab of the Vendor Sales and Attendance Workbook, it
automatically populates the Number of Vendors Present Column in the Vendor Sales sheet (3), and will
then calculate the percentage of vendors who reported their sales. This type of analysis helps when
cleaning the data. If you know the percentage of your vendors who provided information, you can get a
sense of whether the data is accurately representing market operations. For example, if only 20% of your
vendors submitted Vendor Sales Slips one week, then you can assume that the market sales totals from
that week aren’t reflective of the total market sales.

In Tab 2 of the Vendor Sales and Attendance Workbook, copy and paste your vendors from the "Vendor
Summary" tab of your Data Entry Workbook into the Column B of the "Vendor Attendance" tab in this
workbook. If you add new vendors throughout the season, simply add them in new rows at the bottom
of the "Vendor Attendance" tab. Do not sort the vendor list in the middle of a season, it will affect data
calculations. Start by entering each market day’s date into Row 12. Then, enter attendance for each
respective vendor (with “1” as present and “0” as not present) each market day in this tab; these daily
records will feed data into other parts of your database and eliminate the need to enter market dates
and vendor numbers. This data can help organize the day by day information that is a starting point for
analyzing the metrics. Rows for 125 vendors are provided. For markets with more than 125 vendors,
highlight Row 137, right-click, and select “Insert.” Re-label the Vendor ID for each new row as needed.

It’s best to take attendance while onsite during the market day. To do this, either print out the Vendor
Attendance sheet from the workbook, or, open the spreadsheet in a mobile device (iPad, tablet or
laptop) to complete the attendance sheet directly in the Excel workbook.
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Figure 4.?: FMM Data Entry Workbook Tab 2, Vendor Attendance

4.9 Vendor Sales Summary (Tab #3)
Once the market dates and attendance records have been entered into the Vendor Attendance tab, they
will automatically populate into the Vendor Sales Summary tab (Columns B and P).
The file “Vendor Sales and Attendance Workbook” has a tab for each market day (up to 35), numbered
accordingly. Use a separate tab for each market day, starting with “VSS_Record_1”, entering all the
reported sales from each vendor slip in the appropriate columns for cash, WIC FMNP, WIC CVV, Senior
FMNP, SNAP, Credit/Debit, etc. This workbook assumed that SNAP transactions are primarily done in a
market-level processing system, with transactions processed at the market’s booth on one device and
counted as sales through the token totals submitted by each vendor. SNAP transactions totals are
calculated from the Vendor Sales Slips that are handed out at the beginning of each market da and
collected either by a person walking through the market collecting them and checking off the name for
each vendor who submits theirs, or by setting up a table near the market booth where vendors submit
their completed slip and checks off their own name. The total of the token sales submitted by the
vendors along with any vendor-authorized SNAP transactions (if any vendors are themselves SNAP
authorized and using their own EBT equipment at market), should be marked on the appropriate line on
the Vendor Sales Slip and entered separately from the token totals into the Vendor Sales Slip Report
workbook. The total number and value of SNAP transactions will be generated in the summary at the top
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of this sheet. Alternatively, you can enter your processor's daily batch summary statement data into
Columns E & F. For market days on which no SNAP transactions were conducted by either the market or
by vendors enter "0" for that day in the appropriate columns rather than leaving it blank.

You can also enter any reported poundage of donated food to social service agencies in Column O.

See Figure 4.11 below for an example of a daily sales slip record for one market day.

Figure 4.11: Screenshot of FMM Vendor Sales Slip Records

Once entered, the market sales totals will feed into Tab 3 of the workbook. Figure 4.12 below presents
how the Vendor Sales Slip data entered will show for each market day in Tab 3 of the workbook. The
number of present vendors is based on data entered into the Vendor Attendance Tab, and Average
sales are calculated based on the number of vendors that reported data via the Vendor Sales Slips. In
this way, you can see how many slips are outstanding alongside the total sales and average sales per
vendor.
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Figure 4.12: Screenshot: FMM Workbook Tab 3, Total Market Sales
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